Impression of magnetic clusters, critical behavior and magnetocaloric effect in Fe3Al alloys.
Herein, we report unusual magnetic behavior in arc melted bulk stoichiometric Fe3Al alloy with a D03 structure. The temperature variation in the magnetization measurements revealed two transitions, i.e. one at ∼763 K and another at ∼830 K. Below 763 K, it exhibits ferromagnetic ordering and the nature of the transition is second order. However, the second transition is more complex and detailed analysis of the magnetic data suggested the coexistence of ferromagnetic and paramagnetic phases (two-phase: α + D03/α + B2) and structural transitions triggered by temperature. We observed dual peaks in the magnetic entropy change curve, in accordance with the magnetization results, which corroborate the occurrence of a two-phase system. We believe that the concurrent magnetic ordering and the complex two-phase are associated with the evolution of short-range ordered magnetic clusters having a magnetic moment of ∼103μB in the host matrix. A cluster hypothesis is proposed to explain the observed intricate magnetic behavior of this alloy at high temperature. The estimated critical exponents using a modified Arrott plot, Kouvel-Fisher plot and critical isotherm analysis lie in between the 3D-Heisenberg and 3D-Ising model, indicating a short-range interaction and magnetic inhomogeneity, which again are consistent with the magnetization results. The obtained critical exponents follow the universal scaling behavior, which indicates the renormalization of interactions around the magnetic ordering transition (TC). Despite the obvious larger thermal entropy at very high temperature, our synthesized Fe3Al alloy showed enhanced magnetic entropy changes. The obtained magnetic entropy change for binary Fe3Al alloy shows twice the value of that of other binary/ternary Fe-based alloys.